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Updated and expanded pocket-size expose' of American WHITE SUPREMACY. This booklet

explores the government policies, the corporate schemes, the \"special arrangements,\" the racist

and devious actions that are at the very foundation of White Wealth in America. If you thought

Whites achieved their riches through \"hard work,\" you definitely NEED this book. 192 pages, fully

illustrated, and retails for $10.
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Updated and expanded pocket-size expose' of American WHITE SUPREMACY. This booklet

explores the government policies, the corporate schemes, the \"special arrangements,\" the racist

and devious actions that are at the very foundation of White Wealth in America. If you thought

Whites achieved their riches through \"hard work,\" you definitely NEED this book. 192 pages, fully

illustrated, and retails for $10.

As I read the book I did notice some very angry feelings by the author . I can verify most statements

and taking away His subjective anger concur the book should be read by the poor and

disenfranchised they need to understand that we will never see a savior we need to save ourselves.

Love this little book, tons of great factoids succinctly put together, my only gripe is that it doesn't list

sources of where they retrieved some of the material from, like with certain quotes, the author is

given but there is no reference for where the quote was taken from. You'd have to hunt online by

author or in clue text and you still may end up not finding the quote. It could be some old printed text

lost in obscurity, but at least we'd have the reference.Whether 9/11 was a contrived incident is



uncertain and depends on your beliefs.So, for the next go round, please include a reference list, it'd

be nice. But good book to have!! Most Def!

Good book with a lot of history and information which they do not teach in public school system. I

recommend this book for anyone who want to learn about the hidden history of Amerikka. A lot of

the information was repeated over but besides that overall it was a good read.

Definitely an eye opener for sure, this was not done by accident. The conditions and constant

discrimination against African Americans is still felt til this day. We "complain" for a reason and all

you need to know is revealed right in this book. Pick it up and gain some knowledge! You won't find

stuff like this in a public school it doesn't fit the "criteria"

I loved this! It was factual, but entertaining as well. Tone of the author was great, and I learned

some new things.

Such an eyeopener this book. Our history continues to get murkier.

I've learned from the book more history; which I did not know before. The book match-up what my

eyes as a baby, girl, young lady to an adult woman had seen, but did not understand how it took

place. This book has great details to help many people of all races to fill in the blank. It shows how

many people has benefit from privileges that the black race is deny in every-way.

This book is right on point....
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